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ABSTRACT 

 

Soluble Microbial Product Characterization of Biofilm Formation in Bench-Scale 

Membrane Biological Reactors as a Function of Sludge Retention Time 

 

Paul Douglas Mines 

 

The biological process known as activated sludge (AS) in conjunction with 

membrane separation technology for the treatment of wastewater has been 

employed for over four decades.  While, membrane biological reactors (MBR) are 

now widely employed, the phenomenon of membrane fouling is still the most 

significant factor leading to performance decline of MBRs.  Although much research 

has been done on the subject of MBR fouling over the past two decades, many 

questions remain unanswered, and consensus within the scientific community is 

rare.  However, research has led to one system parameter generally being regarded 

as a contributor to membrane fouling, extracellular polymeric compounds (EPS).  

EPS, and more specifically, the soluble fraction of EPS known as soluble microbial 

products (SMP), must be further investigated in order to better understand 

membrane fouling.  The biological activity and performance of the MBR is affected 

by myriad operational parameters, which in turn affects the SMP generated.  A 

commonly varied operational parameter is, depending on the specific treatment 

needs of a MBR, the sludge retention time (SRT).  This study aims to characterize the 

SMP in three bench-scale MBRs as the SRT is gradually lowered.  By studying how 
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the SMP change as the operation of the system is altered, greater understanding of 

how SMP are related to fouling can be achieved.  At the onset of the study, a steady 

state was established in the system with a SRT of 20 days.  Upon stabilization of a 20 

day SRT, the system was gradually transitioned to a five and a half day SRT, in step-

wise adjustments.  Initially, both the trans-membrane pressure (TMP) and the SMP 

concentrations were at relatively low values, indicating the presence of minimal 

amounts of biofilm on the membrane surfaces.  As the system was altered and more 

activated sludge was wasted from the reactors, the SRT inherently decreased.  As 

the lower SRT was transitioned and established, the data from TMP measurements, 

as well as the results from SMP determination, confirmed the development of 

increased amounts of biofilm formed.  An apparent relationship was observed 

between the operational condition of a lower SRT and the SMP found in the system. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Beginning in the early 1990’s, membrane bioreactors (MBRs) have seen a rapid rise 

across the globe as a means for wastewater treatment, when a superior effluent 

quality is demanded (1).  The benefits of the MBR are numerous, as they can operate 

at high mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS) concentrations, produce little excess 

sludge, and are very effective at removing biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) and 

chemical oxygen demand (COD) (2).  It is probable that there would be even greater 

implementation of the MBR in wastewater treatment if it were not for the negative 

effects that fouling of the membrane has on system performance.  This is reflected in 

the literature, as research on fouling more than doubles research on any other given 

property of a MBR system (1).  Annual publications on MBR fouling have increased 

from less than ten in 1994 to nearly 400 in 2006 and 2007 (2).  Fouling is 

determined by the characteristics of the activated sludge in the MBR, and the sludge 

is determined by a variety of operational parameters, such as: solids retention time 

(SRT), hydraulic retention time (HRT), dissolved oxygen (DO), and the food to 

microorganism ratio (F/M) (2).  These operational conditions lead to factors that 

have been reported to influence membrane fouling like MLSS concentration, mixed 

liquor viscosity, floc sizes, and soluble and bound extracellular polymeric 

substances (3-7).  Although often contradictory, much attention has been given to 

the correlation between SRT and extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) 

formation in recent studies (5, 8, 9).  There have been some studies that report and 

EPS increase with increasing SRT (5, 10, 11), and there have been other studies that 
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report that EPS decrease with increasing SRT (12, 13).  EPS and the soluble fraction 

of it, otherwise known as soluble microbial products (SMP), are compounds 

produced by microorganisms and are emitted into the activated sludge solution as 

part of the microbial metabolism and due to biological or mechanical stress (9).  In a 

report published by Laspidou and Rittmann (2002), it was confirmed that soluble 

EPS are one and the same as SMP (14).  There has been a great deal of research done 

on the characterization of SMP in a MBR at different SRTs.  However, a search in the 

literature found that none of the studies in the past have analyzed the SMP while 

actively changing the SRT.  Many studies examining SMP have operated MBRs in 

parallel at different SRTs or operated the same MBR at distinct and separate SRTs.  

Howbeit, no previous research could be found that investigated SMP production in 

multiple MBRs operated in parallel that gradually changed the SRT.  The purpose of 

this study, performed at the Civil and Environmental Engineering Department of the 

Colorado School of Mines was to document and characterize the effect of gradually 

lowering the SRT in three bench-scale MBRs.  This study, led by Professor Jörg 

Drewes, investigated the operational conditions, specifically SRT, in an MBR; and 

used spectrophotometric methods as well as an advanced liquid chromatography – 

organic carbon detection (LC-OCD) method to determine the role that microbial 

activity and its resulting EPS on biofilm formation on the surface of the membrane, 

or more specifically, the soluble portion of total EPS, or SMP.  A system of three 

laboratory-scale MBRs were operated in parallel fed with municipal wastewater 

from a student housing complex; two of which were solely aerobic nitrifying MBRs, 

and the third being a anoxic/aerobic denitrifying MBR.   
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2. Theory and Background 

 

2.1 Membrane Biological Reactors in Wastewater Treatment 

 

Membrane biological reactors (MBRs) combine the method of treating wastewater 

utilizing the long-established practice of biological treatment combined, with the 

more recent development of a membrane separation system.  Biological treatment 

in an MBR is conducted using what is known as activated sludge. The activated 

sludge process involving raw wastewater is based on the introduction of oxygen or 

air into the mixed liquor to induce microbial growth and flocculation in order to 

degrade organic pollutants and allow for developed flocs to either be settled or 

filtered out of solution.  How effective this process is depends on the ability of a 

subsequent clarifier, also known as a secondary clarifier, to achieve good solid liquid 

separation.  This process is incorporated in standard wastewater treatment practice 

and a facility of this nature is commonly referred to as a conventional activated 

sludge plant (CASP).  However, in a MBR plant, the secondary clarifier is eliminated 

and replaced with the addition of a submerged membrane apparatus.  MBRs, and 

the subsequent separation of solids from the activated sludge solution, used for 

wastewater treatment, was first employed by Smith et al. (1969) treating industrial 

waste from a manufacturing company (15).  Although membranes were used for 

solid liquid separation in wastewater treatment, it was not until Yamamoto et al. 

(1989) reported the first use of a submerged membrane apparatus in a MBR (16).  

Advantages of using the MBR versus the CASP include superior effluent quality free 
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of suspended solids and bacteria, smaller footprint, rendering sludge bulking as not 

an issue, and minimal sludge production.  MBRs also provide the removal of 

pollutants over a wide range of conditions and high quality permeates regardless of 

organic loading rates (17).  With the replacement of a secondary clarifier with a 

membrane apparatus; the membrane not only acts as a filter of suspended solids 

and bacteria, but it also has the potential to selectively retain various un-

decomposed soluble organic substances contained in raw wastewater or microbial 

metabolic products produced during biological reactions within the MBR, further 

enhancing the effluent quality (18). 

 

 

2.2 Biofilm Formation and Fouling 

 

The most significant factor that contributes to the decline in performance and 

limitation of widespread use of the membrane biological reactor is the fouling of the 

membranes, and the resulting increase in trans-membrane pressure or decrease in 

flux across the surface of the membrane.  Biofouling is the result of microbial 

colonization of the membrane surface and the interaction of the biomass (bacterial 

cells, products of cell lysis and other cell debris, biopolymers, EPS, etc.) in the MBR 

with the submerged membranes, creating a biofilm on the surface of the membrane 

and inside the membrane pores (19).  Biofilms typically are a highly hydrated 

mixture of biopolymers, polysaccharides, proteins and nucleic acids that trap 
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nutrients for microbial growth and prevent cell detachment from the surface, hence 

are a functional microbial community (20). 

 

Formation of a biofilm occurs in three general phases, attachment, colonization, and 

development.  In the first phase, attachment, pioneer planktonic microorganisms 

more adapted for surface attachment attach to the surface, lose their protein-rich 

flagella, become sessile and signal for the expression of biofilm-specific genes (20).  

The switch in a bacterial cell from planktonic to biofilm growth is triggered by the 

synthesis of cyclic dimeric guanosine monophosphate (c-di-GMP).  C-di-GMP is 

made by proteins detecting an opportunity for surface growth and it functions by 

triggering biofilm specific gene expression and activating enzymes that synthesize 

the material forming the biofilm matrix (20).  The next phase is when colonization 

by the microbial community of the surface takes place.  In order for the biofilm to 

grow and maintain itself, intercellular communication is highly important.  This 

communication is achieved via a mechanism called quorum sensing; a mechanism 

by which bacteria evaluate their population density, and ensures that there are 

sufficient cell quantities present before initiating a response that demands a certain 

cell density (20).  Bacterial cells will communicate this way and signal to other cells 

that the biofilm population is growing, and the community reaches the final stage 

where further development occurs and components, such as polysaccharides, are 

produced to create a stable biofilm matrix where large quantities of bacterial cells 

can thrive.  The main reasons that a biofilm exists are: that a biofilm acts as a means 

of microbial self-defense, where cells found within the biofilm are protected and can 
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resist outside physical forces that could whisk them away; that the biofilm allows 

cells to remain in areas where nutrients are more plentiful and/or are constantly 

replenished; and, that biofilms allow for bacterial cells to live in close proximity to 

one another, in this way they can associate with each other and create more 

opportunities for genetic exchange via lateral gene transfer (20). 

 

Fouling of the membrane is essentially the direct result of the formation and build-

up of a layer(s) on the surface and within the pores of the membrane due to various 

physico-chemical and biological processes.  Stephenson et al. label fouling with 

respect to MBRs as the general term given to the process by which a variety of 

species present in the water increase the membrane resistance, by adsorbing or 

depositing onto its surface, adsorption onto the pore surfaces within the bulk 

membrane material (pore restriction) or by complete pore-blocking (21).  In a 

membrane activated sludge system, the biological processes, rather than the 

physico-chemical processes are of more concern, due to the associated bacteria, 

which have high fouling potential because of cell growth and the produced cellular 

by-products (22).  Although membranes in an activated sludge plant have many 

advantages, the consequence of fouling, specifically biofouling, limits the 

widespread use of MBRs.  Once biofouling takes place, the result is a reduction in 

performance, severe flux decline, high-energy consumption, and frequent 

membrane cleaning and/or replacement, all of which increase the operation and 

maintenance cost of the MBR plant (19).  However, there are a variety of well-

established techniques that can limit the effect that biofouling has on a MBR.  
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Providing air scour, or jet aeration, to the membranes improves the performance 

and operation of a MBR, removes attached solids on the membrane surface, and 

increases permeate flux (23).  Regularly backwashing the membranes will improve 

membrane permeability and provides a reduction in fouling which in turn stabilizes 

the hydraulic operating conditions (24).  Another commonly employed technique is 

the use of a coagulation/flocculation agent, such as alum, which aggregates the 

colloids present and reduces internal clogging of the membranes. 

 

 

2.3 Microbial Constituents in Activated Sludge Systems 

 

2.3.1 Extracellular Polymeric Substances 

 

On the microscopic scale, biofilms can be, given a supply of nutrients, considered a 

self-sustaining community of microorganisms.  Any community cannot exist without 

some sort of infrastructure; and, with the case of biofilms, extracellular polymeric 

substances form the core of that infrastructure.  In the biofilm, EPS can and do affect 

a variety of parameters, including porosity, density, water content, charge, sorption 

properties, hydrophobicity/philicity, and mechanical stability (25).  EPS are 

biopolymers that are produced by archaeal, bacterial, or eukaryotic microbes and 

that also function as the embedding matrix for the biofilm community.  In 

wastewater and activated sludge systems, EPS, serve as the construction materials 

for the microbial communities of biofilms, flocs, and the mixed liquor (26).  Several 
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studies have been conducted, to determine the exact chemical profile of the EPS in a 

biofilm, yet this remains a difficult task.  However, in general, the EPS biopolymers 

are considered to consist of mainly proteins and carbohydrates, but also 

glycoproteins, glycolipids, as well as deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and other 

extracellular nucleic acids.  Early studies tended to indicate that the EPS in a 

wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) had a higher fraction of polysaccharides with 

respect to proteins.  Hezjlar and Chudoba (1985) reported that a large percentage of 

the polymers in WWTP were of microbial origin, and that those polymers indicated 

a hetero-polysaccharide character (27).  Although many of the more recent studies 

indicate that in environmental biofilms, the polysaccharide fraction is often 

significantly smaller compared to the protein fraction.  For example, Frolund et al. 

(1996) reported a EPS-protein (EPSp) to EPS-carbohydrate (EPSc) ratio of 3.9:1 to 

5.1:1, depending on the method of analysis, for the EPS found in activated sludge 

flocs from a WWTP with full nitrification and denitrification (28).  It can be assumed 

that flocs in an activated sludge system behave similarly to an activated sludge 

biofilm due to their similar physico-chemical properties such as hydrophobicity, 

charge, nutrient source, and water content.  It must be noted that the amount of 

EPSp and EPSc found in activated sludge systems can vary over a wide range of 

values depending on the both the type of system being operated and the manner in 

which it is being operated.  In a review of various MBR systems, Le-Clech et al. 

summarize the amount of extracted EPS in Table 2-1, including reference 

information on humic substance content, specific ultra violet absorbance (SUVA), 

total organic carbon (TOC), mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS) (26). 
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Table 2-1:  Concentration of EPS components in various MBR systems (in mg/gSS). 

EPSp EPSc Other Operating Conditions References 
25-30 7-8 Humic:  12-13 R [10] (29) 
29 36 SUVA:  2.8-3.1 l/m mg S (30) 
120 40 - S [∞] (31) 
31-
116 

6-15 TOC:  37-65 
Four pilot-scale plants, 
municipal 

(32) 

20 14 - 
Pilot-scale plant, 
industrial 

(32) 

11-46 12-40 TOC:  44-47 
Three full-scale plants, 
municipal 

(32) 

25 9 TOC:  42 
Full-scale plants, 
industrial 

(32) 

- - EPSp + EPSc = 8 - (33) 
30-36 28-33 - S [20, 40, 60] (34) 
73 30 - S [∞] (35) 
60 17 - R [∞] (35) 
- - TOC:  250 mg/L S, MLSS = 14 g/L (36) 
- - TOC:  26-83 mg/g VSS [8-80] (37) 
101-
116 

22-24 - S [20] (38) 

S = synthetic wastewater; R = real wastewater; [ ] = SRT in days;  ∞ = infinite SRT 
(i.e. no wasting) 
a = anaerobic upflow-sludge bed filter (UBF) coupled with aerobic MBR 
 

EPS are now widely reported as a major parameter in the fouling of the membranes 

in a MBR.  There is little disagreement among reported literature that EPS play a 

role in fouling, however the extent to which they play a role is still up to some 

debate.  Cho et al. found that there is a proportional relationship between the 

amount of bound EPS and the specific cake resistance, and were able to determine a 

functional equation between the two (39).  Where the specific cake layer is referring 

to the bio-cake build-up of matter on the surface of the membranes due to flow of 

activated sludge towards and through the pores of the membranes.  Further 
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validating the aforementioned relationship, Ahmed et al. found that with an 

increasing amount of bound EPS, the specific cake resistance also increased, 

creating an increase in TMP (40).  Ji and Zhou reported that the composition and 

amount of bound EPS on the surface of the membranes affected the fouling of the 

membranes, and that the bound EPS were less significant than the sum of 

biopolymers in activated sludge suspension in indicating the proliferation of fouling 

of the membranes (38).  Even further dividing up the bound EPS, Ramesh et al. 

divided the bound EPS into tightly bound and loosely bound particles; determining 

that fouling correlated to the loosely bound EPS and that there was little to no 

fouling effect from tightly bound EPS (41).  Li and Yang also deduced the 

relationship between loosely bound EPS and the MBR’s ability to achieve 

flocculation and sedimentation (42). 

 

There have been many studies that made the correlation between EPS, specifically 

bound EPS, and fouling.  However, there are also many studies reporting that there 

is little to no relationship between bound EPS and membrane fouling.  Rosenberger 

and Kraume found that bound EPS had no impact at all on membrane filterability, 

rather the SMP affected filterability of the membranes (43).  Yamato et al. then 

confirmed this notion, stating the there is no relationship between bound EPS and 

membrane fouling (44).  Further investigations between activated sludge 

characteristics and membrane fouling helped reveal the complicated relationship 

between the two.  It cannot be assumed that the bound EPS has a dominant role in 

the fouling of the membranes.  However, bound EPS does affect certain sludge 
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characteristics, such as the sludge volume index (SVI), flocculation ability, 

hydrophobicity, surface charge, and sludge viscosity (45, 46).   

 

 

2.3.2 Soluble Microbial Products 

 

In this study, the main focus is centered on a partition of EPS, called the soluble 

microbial products (SMP).  In general, EPS are divided into two categories, the 

bound portion attached to the biomass and the soluble portion, or SMP.  There has 

been a substantial amount of research focused on SMP in wastewater systems, 

resulting in a plethora of definitions for SMP.   Malamis and Andreadakis label SMP 

as “the soluble organic by-products of the metabolic activity of the biomass” (47), 

while Boero et al. state that SMP result “from intermediates or end products of 

substrate degradation and endogenous cell decomposition” (48), and Noguera et al. 

define SMP as “the pool of organic compounds that result from substrate 

metabolism (usually with biomass growth) and biomass decay during the complete 

mineralization of simple substrates” (49).  Furthermore, SMP can be divided in of 

itself into two separate categories based on their relationship to a bacterial phase.  

Namkung and Rittmann designate these categories as utilization-associated 

products (UAP) that are produced directly from substrate metabolism and biomass 

growth, and biomass-associated products (BAP) that are produced by basic 

metabolism and biomass decay (50).  Identifying SMP is of particular importance in 

wastewater treatment, as it is SMP that constitutes the majority of soluble organic 
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matter in effluents of biological treatment systems, which in turn determines the 

level of chemical oxygen demand (COD) and dissolved organic carbon (DOC) for 

discharge (51).  Just as the amount of EPSp and EPSc found in activated sludge 

systems can vary over a wide range of values (as listed in Table 2-1), the same 

occurs for the amount of SMP-protein (SMPp) and SMP-carbohydrate (SMPc) found 

in activated sludge systems.  And, as is generally true with EPS, the SMPp to SMPc 

ratio follows a similar trend, where the protein fraction dominates the carbohydrate 

fraction.  However, this can be less pronounced or even not the case with SMP.  

Table 2-2 summarizes this trend of SMP concentrations in a review of various MBR 

systems by Le-Clech et al. (26). 

 

Table 2-2:  Concentration of SMP components in various MBR systems (in mg/L). 

SMPp SMPc Other Operating Conditions References 
8 25 Humic:  36 R [10] (29) 
- 3-14 - R [8] (52) 
- 2-6.5 - R [15] (52) 
- - TOC:  ≤ 8 S [∞] (31) 

0.5-9.0a n.d.-10a TOC:  4-37a 
Four pilot-scale plants, 
municipal 

(31) 

0.5-1.0a n.d  
Three full-scale plants, 
municipal 

(32) 

0.5a n.d.  Full-scale plant, industrial (32) 
- - TOC:  30-70 S [∞], MLSS = 15 g/L (53) 
23 7 - R [not available] (54) 
- - DOC:  5 S [20] (55) 
- - TOC:  8-10 R [21] (56) 
10-34 5-33 - R [8-40] (57) 
4.5-6.0 3.7-4.5 - S [20] (37) 
S = synthetic wastewater; R = real wastewater; [ ] = SRT in days;  ∞ = infinite SRT 
(i.e. no wasting) 
a = (in mg/gSS); n.d. = non-detected 
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Janga, et al. also defines SMP as soluble cellular components, which are released 

during substrate metabolism and cell lysis (58).  And, in biological treatment 

processes, the effluent contains some portion of organic matters known as effluent 

organic matter, which mainly stem from the SMP released during the 

aforementioned metabolism and lysis (58).  

 

In a MBR, the membrane acts as a filter for the activated sludge, drawing the 

solution towards the membrane surface where water and other molecules up to a 

certain size can pass through to the effluent stream.  Because of this membrane 

rejection mechanism, molecules such as SMP are retained within the MBR system.  

This causes a decrease in membrane performance and filterability, as larger 

molecules are increased in concentration.  Geng and Hall reported that the quantity 

of SMP found in the mixed liquor was the most important influencing factor on the 

fouling of the membranes and that bound EPS did not affect fouling (59).  

Confirming this idea, Rosenberger et al. reported that the SMP affected fouling and 

that it was the difference in the performance of separate MBRs (6).  Iritani et al. 

reported that nearly all of the contribution towards membrane fouling was from the 

supernatant of the sludge (60).  From this finding, it can be inferred that it is the 

SMP content in the supernatant leading to fouling, rather than bound EPS.  This is a 

probable explanation because it is easy for SMP to aggregate on the surface of the 

membrane and within the pores of the membrane.  Due to the convective currents of 

the mixed liquor, SMP and other foulants are brought towards and accumulated on 

the membrane. 
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Barker and Stuckey investigated the operational parameters affecting the 

production of SMP and determined that they were SRT, HRT, DO, temperature, 

aeration, and the addition of chemical absorbents or coagulants (51).  Shin and Kang 

found that there was an increasing amount of SMP production with an increasing 

SRT, up to a point (61).  While, Lee et al. found that there was a decreasing amount 

of SMP production with an increasing SRT (62).  And, Jinsong et al. found that the 

total EPS amounts were unchanged in a MBR with a 10-day SRT versus a MBR with a 

30-day SRT, although the carbohydrate SMP amounts were 100% more in the 10 

day MBR compared with the 30 day MBR (63).  Liang et al. analyzed a MBR at 

varying SRTs of 10, 20, and 40 days, and found that there were more SMPs produced 

the lower the SRT (64).  Similarly, Rosenberger et al. analyzed a MBR at a SRT of 8 

days and a MBR at a SRT of 15 days, and found that the polysaccharide SMP amount 

varied from 3-15 mg/L in the 8 day MBR versus 3-8 mg/L in the 15-day MBR (6). 

 

There has been a great deal of research looking into the effect of SRT on the 

performance of the MBR.  Grelier et al. reported that the single most important 

factor that affected membrane fouling is the SRT; and that a low SRT of under 15 

days, the resistance as well as fouling rate significantly increases (57).  Cho et al. 

also reported that as the SRT is decreased, the EPS is increased (39).  At longer SRTs 

of 10 and 20 days, Ng et al. reported that permeation through the membrane was 

better than at lower SRTs of three and five days (7).  Ng et al. also went on to report 

that the fouling rate increased with a decreasing SRT, which also coincided with 

increasing SMP amounts (7).  Finding similar results, Ahmed et al. reported that 
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there is less membrane fouling when the SRT is increased from 20 to 40 to 60 to 100 

days (40). 
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3. Material and Methods 

 

3.1 Site Overview 

 

3.1.1 Wastewater Source 

 

Municipal wastewater was taken from the Colorado School of Mines student housing 

complex at Mines Park in Golden, Colorado, USA and diverted into a septic tank used 

for the existing sequencing batch MBR (SBMBR) already in operation at the pilot 

facility, located at 1803 19th Street, Golden, Colorado, USA.  From this septic tank is 

where the influent for both the SBMBR and the focus the system of three bench-

scale MBRs, was supplied.  Figure 3-1 below is an aerial view of the Mines Park test 

site.  
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Figure 3-1:  Aerial view of the study site showing how wastewater flow was directed 
from the main sewer line towards the septic tank (lying below ground just to the 

right of the blue trailer shown in the middle of the photo) that supplied the system 
at 1803 19th Street in Golden, CO. 

 

Every time the main influent pump for the SBMBR turned on, approximately ten 

minutes every hour, a portion of the same wastewater was diverted at a tee junction 

and fed to the bench-scale systems, which facilitated a cohesive common influent 

between the two systems.  Although the SBMBR was not directly a faction of this 

study, this performance monitoring of the large-scale system complimented the 

research done on both systems.   

 

 

3.1.2 Influent Collection and Feed 

 

The influent wastewater entered the system via a grinder pump, and, after being 

diverted from the main SBMBR line, was fed into a primary clarifier.   This clarifier 

had an effective volume of 96 liters and a hydraulic retention time (HRT) of two 

hours.  Wastewater flowed into the clarifier just under halfway up the cylindrical 

column, then would up-flow and exit at the top.  Solids would sediment to the 

bottom.  The resulting supernatant from the clarifier overflowed into a 55-gallon 

plastic drum; which was used for the system’s wastewater collection, influent 

overflow protection, and influent uptake.  Placed inside the drum was a schedule 40 

polyvinyl chloride (PVC) capsular-rod shaped apparatus with a 3mm wire mesh 

wrapped around the perimeter, used for the fine screen grit removal phase of a 
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standard WWTP.  Through the mesh-PVC apparatus, the influent was pumped via a 

Cole-Parmer Masterflex L/S peristaltic drive.  One common influent line fed into a 

manifold consisting of three separate lines with a check valve backflow preventer at 

each junction.  Figure 3-2 below is a flow scheme for the influent wastewater feed 

from the student housing-fed septic tank to the influent for the MBRs. 

 

 

Figure 3-2:  Flow scheme for the influent wastewater (not-to-scale). 

 

 

3.2 Biomass Inocula 

 

Prior to the start up of the experimental phase of this study, the three MBRs had 

been operating under similar conditions to that of the desired experimental 

parameters.  However, in order to standardize the experiment and achieve as close 

to identical conditions in each of the reactors as possible; a wasting event followed 
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by re-seeding of external activated sludge was performed for all three of the 

reactors.  Approximately half of the activated sludge in each of the reactors 

discharged.  Following the wasting discharge, the remaining volume in each of the 

reactors was filled with activated sludge from the neighboring SBMBR.  The goal of 

this biomass inoculation was to seed each of the reactors with identical activated 

sludge, and ensure an equal starting baseline with respect to MLSS concentrations, 

microbial communities, SVI, and flocculation ability. 

 

 

3.3 Membrane Biological Reactor (MBR) Design 

 

3.3.1 Nitrifying MBR Design 

 

Of the three MBRs that were operated for this study, two of them were solely 

nitrifying reactors (MBR1 and MBR2).  Meaning that there was not an anoxic phase 

to the treatment system.  These two reactors were ubiquitously aerated throughout 

the entire activated sludge phase of the system, which also served as the mixing 

mechanism.  The total combined volume of the reactor system was 67.5 L, and the 

tanks were constructed from half inch thick acrylic glass.  Figures 3-3 and 3-4 below 

are a top-view and side-view schematic of the nitrifying MBRs. 
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Figure 3-3:  Top-view schematic of the nitrifying MBR(s). 
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Figure 3-4:  Side-view schematic of the nitrifying MBR(s). 

 

 

3.3.2 Denitrifying MBR Design 

 

The remaining of the three MBRs (MBR3) was configured as both a nitrifying and 

denitrifying reactor, with the denitrifying aspect coming from the addition of an 

anoxic chamber at the beginning of the MBR.  As was the case with the nitrifying 

reactors, the aerated chambers were mixed via the aeration system.  However, to 
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achieve mixing in the anoxic chamber, a submerged impeller and accompanying 

motor was added to the tank.  Aside from the addition of a third tank and the mixer, 

everything else in the entire set-up was identical to the other two MBRs; except for 

the RAS line feeding into the anoxic chamber rather than the latter aerobic chamber.  

As a reference, this design is a MBR variation on the standard Modified Ludzack-

Ettinger (MLE) model for a conventional activated sludge plant.   The total combined 

volume of the reactor system was 84.4 L, and the tanks were constructed from half 

inch thick acrylic glass.  Figures 3-5 and 3-6 below are a top-view and side-view 

schematic of the denitrifying MBR. 
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Figure 3-5:  Top-view schematic of the denitrifying MBR. 

 

Figure 3-6:  Side-view schematic of the denitrifying MBR. 

 

 

3.4 Hydraulics and Fluid Flow 

 

3.4.1 Return Activated Sludge Configuration 

 

Return activated sludge (RAS) is an important part of the activated sludge process in 

both conventional plants as well as MBRs.  The purpose, as defined by Metcalf and 
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Eddy, is to maintain a sufficient concentration of activated sludge in the aeration 

tank so that the required degree of treatment can be obtained in the time interval 

desired (65).  This process of returning the sludge from the concentrated tank 

(secondary clarifier in a CASP, membrane tank in a MBR) to a point upstream in the 

process is the principal feature in the entire process.  Desired flowrates can vary 

depending on reactor design and desired sludge characteristics, but the most 

common techniques to determine return sludge flowrate are sludge settleability, 

sludge blanket level control, secondary clarifier mass balance, and aeration tank 

mass balance.  In a MBR, there is no sludge blanket or secondary clarifier to consider, 

however those parameters can prove as a comparison tool.  Typical flowrates range 

from 25-75% to 50-150% of the influent flowrate for conventional plug flow 

reactors and extended aeration reactors respectively.  For processes like that of a 

MLE reactor or MBR that operate the RAS as an internal recycle, the flowrates are 

much higher, 100-200% to 300-400% for an MLE reactor and MBR respectively.  

Mass balance for the RAS can be calculated as follows: 

 

                            

   (     )                      (3-1) 

where              
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It can be assumed that the permeate MLSS is negligible, and that the SRT is related 

to      (see eq. 3-3), solving for    yields: 

 

   
     (

  

   
) 

(    )
        (3-2) 

 

where                         

                                         

 

Recycling of activated sludge in the system was, although a markedly integral 

parameter, achieved in a very rudimentary fashion.  For each of the reactors, an 

opening of ½ inch diameter was drilled into the center of the terminal wall of the 

membrane tank, 20 inches from the base, and fitted with a ½ inch bulkhead fitting.  

Tubing, connected to each of the bulkhead fittings, was fed to a common peristaltic 

pump used for all three reactors; and ultimately delivered activated sludge to a tee 

junction with the influent feed line for each reactor.  From there, along with the 

influent, the RAS led to the primary aeration tank for the two nitrifying reactors and 

to the anoxic tank for the denitrifying reactor.  Figure 3-7 below is a schematic of the 

RAS operation for the entire system. 
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Figure 3-7:  Schematic of the RAS operation for the entire system. 

 

 

3.4.2 Waste Activated Sludge Configuration 

 

The waste activated sludge (WAS) flowrate is the design parameter that governs the 

sludge retention time (SRT) in the MBR.  In effect, the SRT is the average period of 

time during which the activated sludge remains in the system (65).  For this study, 

and for MBRs in general, this can be considered the most important operational 

parameter, as SRT affects the treatment process performance, aeration tank volume, 

sludge production, and oxygen requirements (65).  Depending on the desired 

treatment objective, a SRT can be adjusted to meet those objectives.  For example, if 

the major concern is only to remove biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) in a CASP, 

the WAS should be adjusted to create a SRT of only five to six days.  In a 

conventional plug flow reactor, a SRT can be anywhere from 3-15 days, whereas an 

oxidation ditch batch reactor might have a SRT in the range of 15-30 days.  
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Assuming that a system is in a steady-state equilibrium, the SRT can be calculated as 

follows: 

 

    
  

(     )       
       (3-3) 

where                         

                          

                                       

                                         

                                  

                                     

 

For this study and MBRs in general, it can be assumed that the permeate MLSS is 

negligible and that the reactor MLSS is equal to the waste sludge MLSS, which yields 

a simple calculation for the SRT: 

 

    
 

  
         (3-4) 

 

The wasting operation of activated sludge for the system was achieved in a similar 

method to that of the recycling of activated sludge.  However, instead of drawing 

activated sludge from a bulkhead fitting, tubing was submerged roughly ten inches 

into the midpoint of each of the aeration tanks (not the membrane tanks).  Tubing 

from the two nitrifying reactors was fed to one peristaltic pump, while tubing from 
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the denitrifying reactor was fed to another peristaltic pump.  In this way, due to the 

larger total volume of the denitrifying reactor, the necessary different wasting rates 

could be achieved.  Figure 3-8 below is a schematic of the WAS operation for the 

entire system. 

 

 

Figure 3-8:  Schematic of the WAS operation for the entire system. 

Generally, the practice for MBRs is to waste sludge directly from the final membrane 

chamber where the sludge flocs are older.  However, in this system, sludge was 

wasted from the aerobic chamber before the membrane chamber.  This was done 

for two reasons.  First, to not interfere with the characterization of the SMPs being 

analyzed from the membrane chamber.  Second, due to the small size of the 

membrane chamber, the possibility of the wasting tube harming the membranes 

was very high; hence wasting from the aerobic chamber eliminated this potential 

issue. 
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3.4.3 Permeate Configuration 

 

Permeate, also known as effluent, from each of the MBRs was drawn through each 

membrane apparatus (see section 3.5.1) via individual tubing lines and a common 

computer programmable peristaltic pump.  During normal forward-flow operation, 

permeate from each reactor was delivered to its own standard five gallon plastic 

pail; which functioned as a collection reservoir for the permeate, and was equipped 

with an overflow drain to which excess permeate could spill back into the sewer 

system.  Just after the pump, a tee was installed in each tubing line to serve as a 

sampling point for freshly produced permeate.  During backwashing reverse-flow 

operation, permeate was taken from the collection pails, delivered back into the 

membrane apparatuses, and forced through the membrane fibers into the individual 

membrane tanks.  Figure 3-9 below is a schematic of the permeate operation for the 

entire system. 

 

 

Figure 3-9:  Schematic of the permeate operation for the entire system. 
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Backwashing was part of the regular mode of operation for all three of the reactors, 

and was conducted on a five-minute cycle.  Although the timing of the cycle 

remained constant throughout the study, the rate at which the system permeated 

and backwashed effluent changed depending on the desired operational parameters 

at any given time.  In Table 3-1 below are the timing details for the regular 

backwashing cycle. 

 

Table 3-1:  Details for individual operations in the permeate/backwash cycle. 

Operation Length (minutes) 
Permeate 4:36 

Delay 0:02 
Backwash 0:20 

Delay 0:02 
(return to permeate) - 

 

 

3.4.4 Aeration System 

 

Air was supplied to the reactors from a standard industrial grade blower.  After 

leaving the blower device, the air was channeled into braided vinyl tubing and into 

two in-line parallel humidifiers.  These humidifiers were very basic in nature, each 

with an empty volume of 3.78 liters.  The airflow, after being split at a tee junction, 

was directed into a sealed plastic container holding approximately 2.5 liters of tap 

water.  The influent air tube terminated near the bottom of the volume of water and 

was allowed to bubble upwards through the water into the volume of air that filled 

the remainder of the container.  From the top of the containers, the effluent air 
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exited the humidifiers into braided vinyl tubing again and joined at another tee 

junction, flowing into a ½ inch PVC manifold.  Due to the large volume of air flowing 

though such a comparatively small amount of water, the humidifiers had to be 

replenished with new tap water on a bi-daily basis.  Figure 3-10 below is a diagram 

of the humidifier setup.  

 

 

Figure 3-10:  Schematic of the air supply and humidifiers. 

 

This manifold diverted and delivered airflow into each of the aeration tanks as well 

as the air scour system for the membrane apparatuses.  Once in the PVC manifold, 

the air was diverted to each application, reactor aeration or membrane air scour 

using a series of ½ inch tee junctions and subsequent ½ inch gate valves to regulate 

the airflow quantity.  The membrane air scour apparatuses required a specific and 

recordable amount of air delivery; hence, at those junctions, an additional airflow 

meter was installed after the gate valve.  At the very end of the manifold, a ½ inch 

ball valve was installed to serve as a blowout method or, since the air came from a 

fixed-speed blower, to decrease the total amount of air flowing into the system.  

Figure 3-11 below is a schematic of the air delivery manifold. 
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Figure 3-11:  Schematic of the air manifold apparatus. 

3.5 Membrane Apparatus 

 

3.5.1 Membrane Specifications and Properties 

 

Two separate brands of ultrafiltration membranes were employed in this study, 

both being polymeric hollow fibers.  The first type of the membrane was the 

Puron® PSH 500 module from Koch Membrane Systems, Inc., which was also the 

same fiber utilized in the SBMBR at the Mines Park test site.  The second type of 

membrane was the Ultrafiltration module from DOW™ Water & Process Solutions.  

Taken from each of the supplier’s product manuals, Table 3-2 below summarizes the 

qualities of the two membrane modules. 

 

Table 3-2:  Technical data comparison of the membrane brands used(66,67). 

Parameter Puron® PSH 500 DOW™ Ultrafiltration 

Membrane Chemistry PVDF (proprietary) PVDF (proprietary) 

Membrane Type Braided outside-in flow Outside-in flow 

Hydrophilic Yes Yes 

Nominal Pore Size (μm) 0.05 0.03 

Outside Diameter (mm) 2.6 1.3 
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Inside Diameter (mm) 1.1 0.7 

 

As stated in Table 3-2, the membranes in this study both are operated with an 

outside-in flow scheme.  Provided from the DOW™ Ultrafiltration product manual, 

the micrograph below elucidates a magnified view of the cross section of a hollow 

fiber membrane (Figure 3-12).  

 

 

Figure 3-12:  Micrograph of a wall cross-section of the DOW™ Ultrafiltration hollow 
fiber(67). 

 

MBR1 and MBR3 were equipped entirely of Puron membranes.  MBR2 employed 

both the Puron membranes and the DOW membranes.  In MBR2 all of the bundles 

were Puron membranes, with the exception of one bundle.  This one bundle of DOW 

membranes had 13 fibers rather than 11 fibers, but had identical surface area as to 

not change the flux of the apparatus. 
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3.5.2 Apparatus Configuration 

 

One membrane apparatus was placed into each MBR and contained two manifolds 

that combined a series of four membrane fiber bundles with a series of four air-

scouring nozzles for each manifold, for a total bundle count and accompanying air 

nozzle count of eight per reactor.  Each bundle contained 11 fibers of the Puron® 

fibers or 13 fibers of the DOW™ fibers for a total fiber surface area of 0.0201 m2 in 

each apparatus.  Resulting in a total fiber surface area in each apparatus of 0.161 m2.  

The base of each fiber was wrapped three times with standard Teflon tape and 

grouped together into bundles and then wrapped with Teflon tape three times as a 

complete bundle.  After Teflon tape wrapping, each bundle of fibers was potted into 

a standard ½” x cl. PVC nipple with a general purpose epoxy, leaving the bottom 

open end of the fibers exposed inside the PVC nipple.  This configuration allows for a 

vacuum to be applied to the hollow fiber membranes and permeate to flow in an 

outside-in direction to the base of the fibers and out into the rest of the PVC 

manifold.  The rest of the PVC manifold consists of each bundle/nipple/epoxy 

screwed into a series of PVC tees and elbows that ultimately draws permeate out of 

fiber bundles and into the permeate configuration described in section 3.4.3.  The 

air scour nozzles mimicked the flow and arrangement of the membrane fibers, as 

there needed to be jet aeration applied to the base of each bundle of membranes.  

Each air nozzle was zip-tied to the nipple at the base of each membrane, which 
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allowed for the air jet stream to bubble upwards into the fibers and create an 

appropriate amount of air scour.  The air scour line was regulated by a gate valve 

and flow meter, and connects to the aeration system described in section 3.4.4.  The 

entire membrane fiber/PVC/air nozzle apparatus is pictured in the two photos 

below (Figures 3-13 and 3-14). 

 

 

 

Figure 3-13:  Photograph of the membrane fiber apparatus with the attached jet 
aeration nozzles. 
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Figure 6-14:  Close-up photograph of the membrane and air manifolds. 

3.6 Operational Conditions 

 

Table 3-3 below lists the specifications of the MBRs operational regimes. 

Table 3-3:  Operational regime specifications for the all three MBRs. 

 Volume (L) Flow (L/d) HRT (hrs) SRT (d) Flux (LMH) 
MBR1 67.5 67.5 24 20 – 5.5 19 
MBR2 67.5 67.5 24 20 – 5.5 19 
MBR3 84.4 67.5 30 20 – 5.5 19 

 

 

3.7 Analyses 

 

All of the bulk water quality analyses, i.e. total nitrogen, nitrite, nitrate, ammonia, 

chemical oxygen demand, pH, and probe readings from the dissolved oxygen and 

total solids probes were taken from the aerobic chamber in each of the MBRs.  The 
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trans-membrane pressure was measured in the permeate line just after effluent 

passed through the membrane apparatuses.  Samples pertaining to SMP production, 

protein, carbohydrate, dissolved organic carbon, and LC-OCD analyses were all 

taken from the membrane chamber in each of the MBRs.  SMP samples were taken 

from the membrane chamber, as this is where a more direct correlation to the 

fouling of the membranes could be observed. 

 

 

3.7.1 Total Nitrogen 

 

Total nitrogen (TN) was measured using the Hach® Total Nitrogen TNT 827 kit.  

Determination of total nitrogen by the persulfate digestion method, Hach® method 

10208, with a Hach® DR-2800 spectrophotometer.  Before measurement, samples 

were filtered using Pall© Supor®-450 filters at 0.45m. 

 

 

3.7.2 Nitrite 

 

Nitrite ( ) was measured using the Hach® Nitrite TNT 839 kit.  Determination 

of nitrite as nitrogen by the diazotization method, Hach® method 10207, with a 

Hach® DR-2800 spectrophotometer.  Before measurement, samples were filtered 

using Pall© Supor®-450 filters at 0.45m. 

 

   

NO2

-
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3.7.3 Nitrate 

 

Nitrate ( ) was measured using the Hach® Nitrate TNT 835 kit.  Determination 

of nitrate as nitrogen by the dimethylphenol method, Hach® method 10206, with a 

Hach® DR-2800 spectrophotometer.  Before measurement, samples were filtered 

using Pall© Supor®-450 filters at 0.45m. 

 

 

3.7.4 Ammonia 

 

Ammonia ( ) was measured using the Hach® Ammonia TNT 832 kit.  

Determination of ammonia as nitrogen by the salicylate method, Hach® method 

10205, with a Hach® DR-2800 spectrophotometer.  Before measurement, samples 

were filtered using Pall© Supor®-450 filters at 0.45m. 

 

 

3.7.5 Chemical Oxygen Demand 

 

Determining the organic material in wastewater is done by determining the oxygen 

equivalent, in what is known as chemical oxygen demand (COD).  COD is 

fractionated into biodegradable COD, also known as biochemical oxygen demand 

(BOD), and non-biodegradable COD.  Non-biodegradable COD can be divided into 

   

NO3

-

   

NH3
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soluble and particulate fractions, and BOD can be divided into readily biodegradable 

(soluble) and slowly biodegradable (particulate).  The major concern for 

wastewater systems is the BOD, for which the simplest approximation is the soluble 

COD.  COD was measured using the Hach® Chemical Oxygen Demand TNT 821 kit 

for low concentrations.  Determination of COD by the reactor digestion method, 

Hach® method 8000, with a Hach® DR-2800 spectrophotometer.  For high 

concentrations, the Hach® Chemical Oxygen Demand TNT 825 kit was used.  

Determination of COD by the mercury-free reactor digestion method, Hach® 

method 10236, with a Hach® DR-2800 spectrophotometer.  Before measurement, 

samples were filtered using Pall© Supor®-450 filters at 0.45m. 

 

 

3.7.6 pH 

 

The pH was determined using an Accumet® AB15 Basic pH/mV benchtop meter. 

 

 

3.7.7 Dissolved Oxygen 

 

Dissolved oxygen (DO) was measured in the nitrifying reactors (MBR1 and MBR2) 

with an in situ online measuring probe.  Measurement was done using a Hach® 

LDO® Process Dissolved Oxygen Probe and recorded with a Hach® 

sc200Universal Controller. 
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3.7.8 Total Solids 

 

Total solids (TS) was measured was measured in the nitrifying reactors (MBR1 and 

MBR2) with an in situ online measuring probe.  Measurement was done using a 

Hach® SOLITAX Turbidity and Suspended Solids Probe and recorded with a Hach® 

sc200Universal Controller. 

 

 

3.7.9     Trans-Membrane Pressure 

 

Trans-membrane pressure (TMP) was measured using an in-line relative combined 

pressured sensor, applicable to liquids and gases.  The TMP gauge used was model 

number PN2209 from IFM Electronic©. 

 

 

3.7.10     Protein Quantification 

 

Protein quantification was an integral part of this study, as it is a main contributor 

to SMPs found in activated sludge as a result of membrane fouling.  The historical 

method used to quantify protein concentrations in environmental environments is 

the method developed by Lowry et al. (1951) (68).  For simplification purposes, the 
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Pierce® BCA Protein Assay Kit from Thermo Scientific©, catalog number 23227, was 

used, with bovine serum albumin (BSA) as the protein standard.  Specifically, the 

microassay technique was employed using the enhanced protocol method described 

in the product literature.  Absorbance was measured at 562nm using a Beckman 

Coulter© DU®800 UV/Visible Spectrophotometer.  Preparation of samples was done 

using the method used by Rosenberger et al. of centrifugation for 15 minutes at 

7800-g (69).  Before measurement, samples were filtered using Whatman® GF/B 

filters at 1.2m. 

 

 

3.7.11     Carbohydrate Quantification 

 

Carbohydrate quantification was the other main focus of this study (along with 

proteins), as it is also a main contributor to SMPs found in activated sludge as a 

result of membrane fouling.  With carbohydrates, the historically used method for 

environmental systems was the method used in this study, the method developed by 

Dubois et al. (1956) (70).  Absorbance was measured at 490nm using a Beckman 

Coulter© DU®800 UV/Visible Spectrophotometer.  Preparation of samples was done 

using the method used by Rosenberger et al. of centrifugation for 15 minutes at 

7800-g (69).  Before measurement, samples were filtered using Whatman® GF/B 

filters at 1.2m.  The Dubois method used a colorimetric analysis that was initiated 

from a phenol and sulfuric acid reaction with carbohydrates.  Outlined below in 

Table 3-4 are the mixing amounts of each substance used in the Dubois method. 
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Table 3-4:  Amounts of each substance mixed during the Dubois analysis. 

 Blank 40μg/mL 
Glucose 

80μg/mL 
Glucose 

Sample 

D.I. Water 2.0 1.995 1.99 - 
Glucose Stock - 0.005 0.01 - 
Sample - - - 2.0 
80% phenol 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 
H2SO4 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 
 

 

3.7.12     Dissolved Organic Carbon 

 

The dissolved organic carbon (DOC) was measured in this study using a Shimadzu© 

TOC-V CPH Total Organic Carbon Analyzer, which operates using a 680°C 

combustion catalytic oxidation method.  Before measurement, samples were filtered 

using Whatman® GMF filters at 0.45m.  This machine measures the total organic 

carbon (TOC), however, since all samples were filtered at 0.45m, the measured 

values correspond to only the dissolved faction.  The analysis was performed 

according to EPA standards (EPA/600/R-09/122).  Standards were prepared with 

potassium hydrogen phthalate (KHP), per the manufacturer’s recommendations.  

For calibration, a standard stock solution of KHP was prepared at 1000ppm, and 

further dilutions from 0.5-5.0ppm made from the aforementioned stock solution. 
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3.7.13     Liquid Chromatography – Organic Carbon Detection 

 

An advanced technique, known as the Stefan-Huber Process, to determine organic 

constituents in various water samples was employed in this study.  Supplied from 

the DOC-Laboratory in Karlsruhe, Germany, this process uses a machine called 

Liquid Chromatography – Organic Carbon Detection – Organic Nitrogen Detection 

(LC-OCD-OND), or just Liquid Chromatography – Organic Carbon Detection (LC-

OCD) for short.  The LC-OCD machine utilizes three different characterization 

techniques all in one process.  The organic carbon detection phase of this process is 

able to characterize total organic carbon, biopolymers, humic substances, building 

blocks, low-molecular weight acids, low-molecular weight humics, and low-

molecular weight neutral compounds.  The ultra-violet detection phase of this 

process characterizes inorganic colloids.  And, the organic nitrogen detection phase 

of this process characterizes nitrate.  For the purpose of this study, the main 

constituent of concern was the biopolymer fraction, and how these compounds 

varied over time with the change in SRT.  Before measurement, samples were 

filtered using Whatman® GMF filters at 0.45m. 
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4. Results and Discussion 

 

4.1 Steady-State Establishment – Water Quality Bulk Analysis 

 

The preliminary phase of the study was the establishment of a steady state in all of 

the reactors.  For the purpose of this study, steady state was reached once the MLSS 

concentrations, COD removal efficiency, and total nitrogen removal efficiency were 

all maintained at a near constant rate.  After the system was set-up and activated 

sludge was seeded into all three of the reactors, the reactors were allowed to run 

until a steady state was achieved.  Using equation 3-4, it was calculated that to 

achieve a constant SRT of 20 days, sludge had to be wasted at a rate of 2.34 mL/min 

for MBR1 and MBR2, and 2.93 mL/min for MBR3.   

 

 

4.1.1 COD 

 

The main parameter in determining the treatment effectiveness in a MBR is the 

measure of chemical oxygen demand.  In the establishment of a steady state for the 

reactors, COD removal had to be consistent on a daily basis.  As early as Day 13 of 

the study, the COD removal began to show consistency in all three reactors.  Figure 

4-1 below illustrates the chemical oxygen demand (COD) data for this period. 
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Figure 4-1:  COD vs. time in the steady-state establishment period. 
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influent COD for the period after students returned to campus was 226 mg/L.  COD 

in the permeates for each of the reactors was an average of 28.3, 29.8, and 26.4 

mg/L for MBRs 1, 2, and 3 respectively.  Resulting in an average COD removal, after 

the students returned to campus, of 87.2, 86.5, and 87.9% for MBRs 1, 2, and 3 

respectively.  All achieved fairly similar COD removal values from the influent to the 

permeates.  Denitrifying MBR3 achieved slightly more degradation of COD, but only 

by a small margin.  This means that the larger volume and HRT, and addition of an 

anoxic zone, in MBR3 only slightly increased the ability of the reactor to treat 

wastewater in terms of COD degradation.  Although the COD removal efficiencies are 

high, they are a little lower than previous bench-scale MBR studies.  Bouhabila et al. 

reported COD removal efficiencies of 94.8-97.4% in MBRs operated at SRTs of 10, 

20 and 30 days (71). 

 

 

4.1.2 Total Nitrogen 

 

The second parameter measured, which had to reach a consistent removal level, is 

the total nitrogen concentrations in each of the reactors.  Since it is total nitrogen 

that measures how much nitrification and denitrification is taking place, this had to 

stay consistent before lowering the SRT in the reactors.  Figure 4-2 below is a graph 

of the total nitrogen concentrations plotted over time leading up to steady-state 

establishment. 
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Figure 4-2:  Total nitrogen vs. time in the steady-state establishment period. 
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this event.  Averages for total nitrogen after student arrival were 56.8, 49.8, 48.1, 

and 23.2 mg/L for the influent, MBR1, MBR2, and MBR3 respectively.  This 

translates to total nitrogen removals, without inclusion of the September 6th data set, 

of 9.6%, 12.6%, and 58.4% for MBR1, MBR2, and MBR3 respectively.  This is 

expected, as only MBR3 had an anoxic zone and was designed to achieve 

denitrification. 

 

 

4.1.3 Ammonia 

 

In addition to COD removal, ammonia removal is also a necessary parameter in 

wastewater treatment.  Ammonia is the primary nitrogen species in influent 

wastewater, and therefore is the first compound to be nitrified.  In almost all MBR 

operations, the ammonia removal rate is close to 100%.  Figure 4-3 below is a graph 

of the ammonia as nitrogen concentrations plotted over time leading up to steady-

state establishment. 
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Figure 4-3:  Ammonia as nitrogen vs. time in the steady-state establishment period. 
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to oxidize the ammonia to nitrite and further to nitrate.  Although dissolved oxygen 

was not measured in the anoxic chamber of MBR3, it is likely that there was oxygen 

present due to the mechanical mixer drawing air from the outside environment. 

Similar bench-scale aerobic MBRs reported in the literature have achieved the same 

amount, Lee et al. observed 91.4% of ammonia removed in a MBR operated at a SRT 

of 20 days (62). 

 

 

4.1.4 Nitrite  

 

Figure 4-4 below is a graph of the nitrite as nitrogen concentrations plotted over 

time leading up to steady-state establishment. 

 

 

Figure 4-4:  Nitrite as nitrogen vs. time in the steady-state establishment period. 
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For nearly every data set, there was minimal (< 0.2 mg/L) to no nitrite formation in 

the MBRs.  Meaning that there was full nitrification from ammonia to nitrite and 

onwards to nitrate.  This was to be expected with MBR operating at a longer SRT, 

such as 20 days, which these all were through this point in the study.  Nitrite 

detection, and therefore incomplete nitrification, is not expected until the SRT is 

lowered to around 5 days.  The anomaly seen on the 6th of September was due to the 

previously mentioned aeration malfunction of MBR1 and MBR2.  Without complete 

aeration in these systems, the activated sludge matrix was left with many anoxic 

zones.  Hence, the bacteria were able to oxidize the ammonia easily enough to nitrite, 

but not all of the nitrite was further oxidized to nitrate, leaving 5.96 and 1.73 mg/L 

of nitrite as nitrogen in MBR1 and MBR 2 respectively. 

 

 

4.1.5 Nitrate  

 

Figure 4-5 below is a graph of the nitrate as nitrogen concentrations plotted over 

time leading up to steady-state establishment. 
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Figure 4-5:  Nitrate as nitrogen vs. time in the steady-state establishment period. 
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In order to determine if the analyses of individual species of nitrogen are in fact 

appropriate measures of individual nitrogen content, the total of all the sub-species 

should equal the measured total nitrogen value.  Below are comparative graphs of 

the total nitrogen over time for the influent wastewater and each of the reactors.  

Total Nitrogen corresponds to the measured value per the Hach method, Calculated 

TN corresponds to the sum of the nitrate, nitrite, and ammonia Hach methods, and 

TN Difference corresponds to the divergence between the two.  Figures 4-6, 4-7, 4-8, 

and 4-9 below illustrate the measured total nitrogen, calculated total nitrogen, and 

percent difference for the influent and MBRs 1, 2, and 3, respectively. 

 

 

Figure 4-6:  Measured total nitrogen vs. calculated total nitrogen in the influent. 
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Figure 4-7:  Measured total nitrogen vs. calculated total nitrogen in MBR1. 

 

 

Figure 4-8:  Measured total nitrogen vs. calculated total nitrogen in MBR2. 
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Figure 4-9:  Measured total nitrogen vs. calculated total nitrogen in MBR3. 
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individual reactors, often 15-25% compared with under 0-15%.  In the influent, the 

microbial activity has not yet degraded the organics and converted the nitrogen 

from a bound form to free nitrogen.  In the MLSS in each of the reactors, the 

microbial activity results in an uptake of the organic compounds and releases the 

nitrogen into the activated sludge matrix. 

 

 

4.2 SRT Transition – Water Quality Bulk Analysis 

 

At day 51 of the study, once a steady state had been established at a sludge retention 

time (SRT) of 20 days, at the end of September 2011, activated sludge was then 

wasted at an increasingly higher rate in a step-wise fashion to achieve shorter and 

shorter SRTs.  This was also supplemented with bulk wasting events at the 

beginning of each SRT step to speed the process along. 

 

 

4.2.1 COD 

 

Figure 4-10 illustrates the COD concentrations plotted over time as the SRT was 

lowered from 20 days to 5 days. 
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Figure 4-10:  COD and SRT vs. time during the SRT transition. 
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4.2.2 Total Nitrogen 

 

Figure 4-11 illustrates the total nitrogen concentrations plotted over time as the 

SRT was lowered from 20 days to 5 days.  The concentrations are plotted on the left 

axis in mg/L, and the SRT is plotted on the right axis in days. 

 

 

Figure 4-11:  Total nitrogen and SRT vs. time during the SRT transition. 
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concentrations of 49.8 to 40.3, 48.1 to 44.0, and 23.2 to 29.8 mg/L, for MBR1, MBR2, 

and MBR3 respectively.  However, in terms of removal efficiencies, the exact 

opposite trend took place.  Removal efficiencies of MBR1 and MBR2 increased from 

9.6 to 27.6%, and 12.6 to 21.2% respectively, while the removal efficiency of MBR3 

decreased from 58.4 to 46.7%.  

 

 

4.2.3 Ammonia 

 

Figure 4-12 illustrates ammonia as nitrogen concentrations plotted over time as the 

SRT was lowered from 20 days to 5 days.  The concentrations are plotted on the left 

axis in mg/L, and the SRT is plotted on the right axis in days. 

 

 

Figure 4-12:  Ammonia as nitrogen and SRT vs. time during the SRT transition. 
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During the transition phase of this study, the influent ammonia stabilized 

substantially.  With the lowest concentration being 42.2 mg/L and the highest being 

54.3 mg/L; a difference of only 12.1 mg/L, compared with a difference of 21.8 mg/L 

from the steady-state period.  MBR1 and MBR2 both were achieving complete 

ammonia removal at the start of the transition, when the SRT was still very high 

from 20 days down to 14 days.  However, once the SRT reached 12 days, some of the 

ammonia began to remain in those reactors.  With a couple exceptions, the ammonia 

remained just under 10 mg/L for both of those reactors.  MBR3, like before 

performed very well at ammonia removal.  Nearly all the ammonia was nitrified at 

every data point, regardless of SRT. 

 

 

4.2.4 Nitrite 

 

Figure 4-13 illustrates nitrite as nitrogen concentrations plotted over time as the 

SRT was lowered from 20 days to 5 days.  The concentrations are plotted on the left 

axis in mg/L, and the SRT is plotted on the right axis in days. 
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Figure 4-13:  Nitrite as nitrogen and SRT vs. time during the SRT transition. 
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4.2.5 Nitrate 

 

Figure 4-14 illustrates nitrate as nitrogen concentrations plotted over time as the 

SRT was lowered from 20 days to 5 days.  The concentrations are plotted on the left 

axis in mg/L, and the SRT is plotted on the right axis in days. 

 

 

Figure 4-14:  Nitrate as nitrogen and SRT vs. time during the SRT transition. 
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26.6 mg/L for MBR1, MBR2, and MBR3 respectively.  After the convergence of 

concentration levels after the SRT dropped to 12 days, the average nitrate 

concentration was 32.1, 33.4, and 28.5 mg/L for MBR1, MBR2, and MBR3, 

respectively. 

 

 

4.2.6 Nitrogen Species  

 

Figures 4-15, 4-16, 4-17, and 4-18 are comparative graphs of the total nitrogen over 
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Figure 4-15:  Measured total nitrogen vs. calculated total nitrogen in the influent. 

 

 

Figure 4-16:  Measured total nitrogen vs. calculated total nitrogen in MBR1. 
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Figure 4-17:  Measured total nitrogen vs. calculated total nitrogen in MBR2. 

 

 

Figure 4-18:  Measured total nitrogen vs. calculated nitrogen in MBR3. 
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lowering phase, and the same trend with respect to the influent having a greater 

divergence than the MBRs is true as well.  The difference between the total nitrogen 

values averages 14% in the influent, and is likely attributed to organic nitrogen.  The 

reactors average difference is 10%, 5%, and 9% for MBR1, MBR2, and MBR3, 

respectively. 
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4.3 Dissolved Oxygen 

 

Figure 4-19 illustrates the online readings taken by the dissolved oxygen probes for 

both MBR1 and MBR2 plotted over time.  The DO concentrations are plotted on the 

left axis in mg/L. 

 

 

Figure 4-19:  Dissolved oxygen probe online readings for MBR1 and MBR2. 

 

Online probe reading for dissolved oxygen was not very effective for this study.  The 

probe used was an industrial-scale probe designed for much larger systems.  And, 

combined with the aeration system using a coiled bubble diffuser, this created a 

highly variant data set.  Aeration was difficult to control and, depending on the given 
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aeration at any given point, the data may not have been entirely indicative of the 

actual dissolved oxygen concentration present in the reactors.  For example, if the 

probe placement was in a dead zone with no direct aeration or mixing, the dissolved 

oxygen reading was most likely much lower than the actual content.  On the other 

extreme, if the probe placement was directly over a constant stream of air bubbles, 

the dissolved oxygen reading was most likely much higher than the actual content.  

This arrangement, with the probe placement with respect to the aeration, appeared 

to change on a random basis and was not easily regulated.  The data presented in 

Figure 4-19 is a cleaned-up version of the raw data with all of the outlying points 

deleted, in order to present a general trend in the DO for the reactors. 

 

 

4.4 Total Solids 

 

Figure 4-20 illustrates the online readings taken by the total solids probes for both 

MBR1 and MBR2 plotted over time.  The TS concentrations are plotted on the left 

axis in mg/L. 
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Figure 4-20:  Total solids probe online readings for MBR1 and MBR2. 

 

Each reactor, MBR1 and MBR2, had total solids level that gradually declined from 

the absolute beginning of the study.  Total solids were initially so high because the 

activated sludge Inocula was seeded from the full-scale SBMBR that operates at a 

much higher TS level than the bench MBRs.  Once the SRT transition phase took 

place throughout the month of October, the TS levels continued to drop.  The levels 

eventually began to level out at the very low SRTs below 7.5 days.  MBR1 and MBR2 

were near identical in TS levels throughout the study, which translates into a near 

identical SRT for each reactor.  TS levels were lower than expected, although 

initially high from the seeding from the pilot-scale SBMBR, the levels dropped to 

roughly 500 mg/L.  Although the TS levels at a 20 day SRT were comparable to the 

reported values of Pollice et al., who reported around 4000 mg/L at a 20 day SRT 
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(76).  Pollice et al. also reported that TS increased with increasing SRT due to 

limited sludge withdrawal, which correlated to the observed trend in this study of 

decreasing TS with decreasing SRT (76). 

 

 

4.5 Trans-Membrane Pressure (TMP) 

 

Figure 4-21 illustrates the trans-membrane pressure plotted over time as the SRT 

was lowered from 20 days to 5 days as measured in MBR1 and MBR2 (MBR3 did not 

have a TMP gauge installed).  The pressures are plotted on the left axis in PSI, and 

the SRT is plotted on the right axis in days. 
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Figure 4-21:  TMP in MBR1 and MBR2. 

 

Daily recordings of the trans-membrane pressure in MBR1 and MBR2 indicate the 

increase in TMP over time as the SRT is lowered.  This increasing trend in TMP with 

respect to the decrease in SRT is to be expected.  At the lower SRT levels, SMPs 

generated by sludge flocs and microbes can form colloids that can lead to biofilm 

formation and pore blockage, which causes TMP increase.  Biofilm growth is directly 

correlated with TMP increase.  A larger biofilm growth on the membrane surfaces 

naturally impedes the flow of permeates through the membranes.  It is this 

restriction of flow that leads to an increase in TMP if the system is operated at a 

constant flux, as was the case in this study.  The operational flux of the reactors in 

this system was kept constant at 19 LMH. 

 

 

4.6 Soluble Microbial Products (SMPs) 

 

SMP analysis in each of the MBRs was done by taking samples from the mixed liquor 

in the membrane chambers.  Data was not collected from the other chambers in the 

MBR because the SMP content would be more indicative of membrane biofouling 

contributions if data were only taken from the membrane chambers.  Also, due to 

the pore size of the membranes used, it was assumed that all SMPs would be 

rejected by the membranes and that there would be negligible SMP content in the 

permeates. 
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4.6.1 Carbohydrates 

 

Figure 4-22 illustrates the carbohydrate concentrations plotted over time as the SRT 

was lowered from 20 days to 5 days.  The concentrations are plotted on the left axis 

in mg/L, and the SRT is plotted on the right axis in days. 

 

 

Figure 4-22:  Carbohydrate concentrations in the MLSS for the three MBRs. 

 

Carbohydrate concentrations were determined using the Dubois method of 1951 

with glucose as the standard.  Initially, during the steady state of a 20-day SRT, 

concentrations were very low.  At an SRT of 20 days, the carbohydrate 

concentrations were a mere 1.81, 1.89, and 1.28 mg/L for MBR1, MBR2, and MBR3, 

respectively.  Each of the reactors saw a steady increase in carbohydrate 
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concentration.  At the end of the study, with a 5.5-day SRT, the concentrations were 

4.54 mg/L for MBR1, 6.72 mg/L for MBR2, and 3.38 mg/L for MBR3.  This 

corresponds to an increase of 251% for MBR1, 356% for MBR2, and 264% for MBR3, 

respectively.  It is evident that the relationship between SRT and carbohydrate 

concentration is directly linked to one another.  As the SRT is lowered, the 

carbohydrate concentrations in the MLSS increase.  These values are much lower 

than the carbohydrate amounts reported by Masse et al., which, in a similar MBR 

found levels of around 25 mg/L at an SRT of 10 days (29).  However, Masse et al. 

and Nuengjamnong et al. did report that the amount of carbohydrates increased 

with the decrease in SRT (29, 77).  Liang et al. also reported higher concentrations of 

carbohydrates in MBRs; they reported concentrations of 12.29 mg/L at a 10-day 

SRT and 10.14 mg/L at a 20-day SRT (64).   

 

 

4.6.2 Proteins 

 

Figure 4-23 presents the protein concentrations plotted over time as the SRT was 

lowered from 20 days to 5 days.  The concentrations are plotted on the left axis in 

mg/L, and the SRT is plotted on the right axis in days. 
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Figure 4-23:  Protein concentrations in the MLSS for the three MBRs. 

 

Protein concentrations were determined using a kit designed by Thermo Scientific 

specifically for determining protein amounts in environmental systems.  This kit 

derived its method from the original protein quantification method of Lowry et al. in 

1956.  As was the case with carbohydrates, the protein concentrations were also 

very low at the longer SRTs.  When measurement first started at a SRT of 12 days, 

the concentrations were at 5.12 mg/L for MBR1, 5.05 mg/L for MBR2, and 2.78 

mg/L for MBR3.  At the end of the study, with a 5.5-day SRT, the concentrations 

were 31.59 mg/L for MBR1, 38.92 mg/L for MBR2, and 22.02 mg/L for MBR3, 

respectively.  This corresponds to an increase of 617% for MBR1, 771% for MBR2, 

and 792% for MBR3, respectively.  Again, like the carbohydrate concentrations, it is 

evident that there is direct link to the increase in protein concentration with the 

decrease in SRT.  These values are very similar to those reported by Masse et al., 
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which found protein concentrations of around 15 mg/L for a similar MBR with an 

SRT of 10 days (29).  Masse et al. and Nuengjamnong et al. also found that the 

protein amounts increased with a decrease in SRT (29, 77).  Liang et al. reported 

much lower concentrations of protein in MBRs, 5.15 mg/L at a 10 day SRT and 4.93 

mg/L at a 20-day SRT. 

 

 

4.6.3 Proteins vs. Carbohydrates 

 

Figure 4-24 illustrates the sum of the protein and carbohydrate concentrations 

plotted over time as the SRT was lowered from 20 days to 5 days.  The 

concentrations are plotted on the left axis in mg/L, and the SRT is plotted on the 

right axis in days. 
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Figure 4-24:  Protein plus carbohydrate concentrations in the MLSS for the three 
MBRs. 

 

When the proteins and carbohydrates are added together to get a total sum of the 

soluble microbial products being produced in the reactors, a pattern clearly 

emerges that relates to the SRT.  This pattern is evident in the trendlines displayed 

in Figure 7-24.  The combined SMPs at an SRT of 12 days are 9.19, 9.05, and 5.18 

mg/L for MBR1, MBR2, and MBR3, respectively.  While, at the final SRT of 5.5 days, 

the combined SMPs drastically increased to 36.13 mg/L for MBR1, 45.64 mg/L for 

MBR2, and 25.40 mg/L for MBR3.  The lower concentrations of SMPs found in MBR3 

is not always typical of nitrification/denitrification MBRs versus solely nitrifying 

MBRs like those of MBR1 and MBR2.  Jang et al. explain that total EPS concentration 

in denitrification environments can decrease and result in floc deterioration, 

however the SMP concentration can increase (33).  The explanation for the 

difference in SMP formation between MBR1 and MBR2 is due to the air scouring of 

the membranes in those reactors.  Although, theoretically, the air scouring for MBR1 

and MBR2 was identical; the lack of precision control created a variance between 

the two.  The membrane apparatus in MBR1 delivered more air scouring than that 

of MBR2.  With the decreased air scouring in MBR2 relative to MBR1, the biofilm 

formation was slightly greater in MBR2.  There was also detection of more SMP 

quantities in MBR2 compared with MBR1, which leads to the assumption that 

increased presence of SMPs is directly related to the increased amount of biofilm 

present.  Not only was this obvious from the SMP data and trans-membrane 
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pressure recorded for each of those reactors, but there was a visible difference on 

the surface of the membranes. 

 

Figure 4-25 illustrates the protein (SMPp) to carbohydrate (SMPc) concentration 

ratio plotted over time as the SRT was lowered from 20 days to 5 days.  The ratios 

are plotted on the left axis, and the SRT is plotted on the right axis in days. 

 

 

Figure 4-25:  Ratio of proteins-to-carbohydrates in the MLSS for the three MBRs. 

 

At a higher SRT, the ratio of proteins to carbohydrates is nearly equal.  At the point 

where the SRT had just been lowered from 20 days to 12 days, the ratio (SMPp: 

SMPc) was 1.26 for MBR1, 1.26 for MBR2, and 1.16 for MBR3, respectively.  After 

only 5 days of operating at a 12 day SRT, the protein concentrations increased much 

more than the carbohydrate concentrations increased.  The ratio at this point was 
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5.28 for MBR1, 4.13 for MBR2, and 4.83 for MBR3, respectively.  So, at a shorter SRT 

where there are more SMPs being formed, the ratio of SMPs formed shifts 

drastically towards a protein-rich mixture.  A protein-favored ratio with respect to 

carbohydrates has been reported previously in literature.  Liu and Fang compiled a 

list of various studies that analyzed protein and carbohydrates using centrifugation 

extraction and found that the SMPp:SMPc ratios varied anywhere from 0.6 to 12.3, 

with the majority ranging from 6.4 to 12.3 (72).  This could possibly be attributed to 

the fact that more of the SMPs being released into the activated sludge matrix come 

from cell lysis proteins rather than cell secretions for the biofilm matrix, which are 

contain a higher amount of polysaccharides.  As the biofilm becomes larger, more 

cells are replicated and consequently lyse and die off.  Being that cells, in general, 

are about 55% protein matter.  The increased cell lysis results in increased protein 

concentration found in the activated sludge.  The LC-OCD machine is primarily a 

qualitative measuring device rather than quantitative, however the type of 

components found and relative concentrations are very useful.  Previous studies by 

Brown and Lester, as well as Urbain et al., have also determined that the protein 

fraction EPS or SMP is a product of cell lysis activity (73, 74).  Other studies 

investigating EPS found that other sources for the protein found in EPS or SMP may 

come from entrapped exoenzymes (28, 75).  Exoenzymes are produced by bacterial 

cells, and are produced at higher rates in a biofilm compared with planktonic 

environments. 
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4.7 Dissolved Organic Carbon 

 

Figure 4-26 presents the dissolved organic carbon concentration plotted over time 

as the SRT was lowered from 20 days to 5 days.  The concentrations are plotted on 

the left axis in mg/L, and the SRT is plotted on the right axis in days. 

 

 

Figure 4-26:  DOC concentrations in the MLSS for the three MBRs. 

 

Theoretically, the total amount of dissolved organic carbon should equal or come 

close to the sum of soluble microbial products, being that SMPs are essentially 

organic carbon compounds.  However, it is apparent from Figure 4-24 that this is 

not the case.  The data reveals concentrations much lower than the sum of the 

proteins and carbohydrates.  The data is also quite erratic, having no distinguishable 

trend. The DOC for this study was measured at KAUST after the samples had been 
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frozen, transported, and thawed.  For this reason, the DOC data does not offer any 

solid conclusions.  This also factor also plays a role in the LC-OCD data, but not to the 

same extent as seen in the DOC data. 

 

 

4.8 LC-OCD Analysis 

 

 Samples of filtered activated sludge were taken, frozen at -20°C, and shipped back 

to KAUST for analysis with the liquid chromatography – organic carbon detection – 

organic nitrogen detection (LC-OCD) machine.  Although this analysis measures a 

variety of different compounds, biopolymers, humics, building blocks, low-

molecular weight acids, low-molecular weight humics, low-molecular weight 

neutrals, inorganic colloids, and nitrate, the main focus was spent on the biopolymer 

fraction of this analysis.  Figure 4-27 illustrates the biopolymer concentrations 

plotted over time as the SRT was lowered from 20 days to 5 days.  The 

concentrations are plotted on the left axis in ppb (parts per billion), and the SRT is 

plotted on the right axis in days. 
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Figure 4-27:  Biopolymer concentrations in the MLSS for the three MBRs. 

 

Although these concentrations are much lower than the other analysis, ppb rather 

than ppm (parts per million), the trend is still indicating that there is an increasing 

amount biofilm growth on the membranes and SMP formation in the three reactors 

as the SRT is lowered.  MBR3, just as before, has a far lower concentration of 

biopolymers compared with MBR1 and MBR2.  This confirms the notion that a 

nitrifying/denitrifying reactor produces less SMPs than a solely nitrifying reactor.  

For MBR1 and MBR2, there is a dramatic increase in biopolymer concentration after 

an SRT of 12 days is established.  This directly corresponds to the data collected 

from the protein and carbohydrate analyses.  The one anomaly in this analysis 

comes from the final data set taken on the 28th of October, when the SRT was at 6.5 

days.  For some reason, the concentrations for all three reactors decreased by a 

substantial amount.  Compared to the week prior, those values were 36.8%, 76.8%, 
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and 84.6% of the previous amount.  The most likely reason for this decrease in 

biopolymers, which does not correlate with the rest of the SMP data, is that there 

was degradation of these compounds that took place during the 

freezing/transport/thawing process that did not take place with the rest of the 

samples. 

 

For a more graphical approach to surveying the LC-OCD data, the chromatograms 

over time of the data sets were plotted against each other, for visual comparison.  

These chromatograms are arranged below in Figures 4-28, 4-29, and 4-30 for MBRs 

1, 2, and 3, respectively. 
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Figure 4-28:  LC-OCD chromatograms for the MLSS in MBR1. 
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Figure 4-29:  LC-OCD chromatograms for the MLSS in MBR2. 
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Figure 4-30:  LC-OCD chromatograms for the MLSS in MBR3. 

 

Each set of chromatograms is arranged in chronological order as you go down the 

figure, the earliest data set is at the top and the last data set is at the bottom.  In all 

of the chromatograms, the black line corresponds to the organic carbon detection 

phase, the blue line corresponds to the ultra-violet detection phase, and the green 

line corresponds to the organic nitrogen detection phase.  For the purpose of this 

study, the main line of importance is the organic carbon detection phase.  Within 
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that chromatogram line, the first peak at less than 10 minutes retention time is the 

bypass line that determines the total organic carbon of the sample and derives 

quantities of all subsets of carbon compound from that peak.  The second peak 

occurs at 30-35 minutes, and represents the biopolymers.  The third peak at 45 

minutes represents the humics; which in this case, blends in with the fourth peak at 

approximately 47 minutes, which represents the building blocks.  At approximately 

53 minutes, the peak for low-molecular acids and humic substances is represented.  

Lastly, the peak(s) at just below 70 minutes represents any remaining low-

molecular weight neutral compounds.  There is an easily identifiable peak for every 

data set at just over 30 minutes for the biopolymers.  In each of the figures, the trend 

is obvious (minus the last data set with low biopolymer concentrations) that the 

biopolymer peak is increasing in size, hence increasing in quantity.  The results of 

the LC-OCD analysis reflect the rest of the SMP data acquired in this study.  However, 

it does not reflect the data acquired in similar study with MBRs.  Jiang et al. 

observed an increasing biopolymer concentration with an increasing SRT (78). 
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5. Conclusion 

 

5.1 Operational Parameters and Issues 

 

Using bench-scale MBRs to mimic pilot-scale or full-scale MBRs presents a variety of 

challenges, most of which have to do with the regulation and automation of various 

operational parameters.  Regulating the flow rate for influent wastewater was 

highly dependent on both the neighboring pilot-scale SBMBR and the anaerobic 

digestion system that utilized the same primary clarifier as the bench-scale MBRs.  If 

something went wrong or wasn’t attended to with either of those systems, it directly 

affected the influent for the bench MBRs.  The waste activated sludge and return 

activated sludge flow rates were also, at times, problematic.  Clogging of the tubing 

lines and occasional accidental changes to the flow speed regulation switch, due to 

human contact, often made these parameters an issue.  However, by far the biggest 

issue was in the air scouring system.  The system used an industrial sized air blower 

and needed a very small and exact amount of air delivered to the air scouring jet 

aeration nozzles.  This was extremely difficult to control with the brass gate valves 

used in this system.  Therefore, increased aeration, and less biofilm growth 

occurred; this did not mirror a larger more regulated MBR system.  Establishing a 

steady-state operation in the three MBRs proved a difficult task.  In part due to the 

above aforementioned operational difficulties.  Also, in part due to setting the 

operational conditions to the exact parameters, including bulk aeration, membrane 

air scouring, various, flow rates, and proper mixing. 
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5.2 Water Quality Analysis 

 

Once the SRT was lowered in all three MBRs, noticeable changes in the water quality 

bulk analysis were apparent.  For the most part though, the total nitrogen did not 

significantly change in the MBRs.  MBR1 and MBR2 always had a higher amount of 

total nitrogen than MBR3.  MBR3 was able to achieve denitrification amounts of 

approximately half of the total nitrogen, due to the anoxic zone as part of its system.  

The first two MBRs saw almost no denitrification, as the system was totally aerobic.  

It is only during anoxic conditions that the denitrifying microorganisms are able to 

thrive.  Throughout the study, there was always a slight difference in the measured 

total nitrogen versus the calculated sum of the total nitrogen species.  This was seen 

because of one of two (or both) possibilities.  First, the total nitrogen analytical 

method calls for a digestion step that will detect bound organic nitrogen compounds, 

whereas the nitrogen sub-species analytical methods do not use a digestion step.  

Second, the process of ammonification is taking place, where ammonia is released 

during the decomposition of organic nitrogen compounds, NH2 groups of protein.  

The ammonia produced, at neutral pH, can exist as the volatile ammonium ion and 

be released into the atmosphere.  Not until the very low SRTs, around 6 days, did 

any change in ammonia concentrations occur.  MBR3 saw almost complete removal 

of ammonia, regardless of SRT.  MBR1 and MBR2 saw a very slight, almost negligible, 

increase in ammonia at the low SRTs.  As is expected, nitrification does not fully take 
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place at lower SRTs, which leaves a small amount of nitrite that is not nitrified fully 

to nitrate.  For this reason, at an SRT of less than 6 days, there was an increase to 

almost 1 mg/L of nitrite in MBR1 and MBR2, however to only just under 0.2 mg/L 

for MBR3.  Nitrate concentrations in MBR1 and MBR2 were, for the most part, 

completely unaffected by the change in SRT.  MBR3 did see a slight increase in 

nitrate concentrations at the lower SRTs, almost on par with the levels of the other 

two reactors.  The trans-membrane pressure steadily increased with the lowering of 

the SRT, but with a more rapid increase at approximately 12 days of an SRT.  The 

TMP measured 1.2 and 1.6 PSI for MBR1 and MBR2 at the start of the transition 

phase, 20 day SRT; and measured 3.5 and 4.4 PSI for MBR1 and MBR2 at the end of 

the transition phase, 5.5 day SRT.  The conditions in the reactors were identical, 

except for the air scour rate.  MBR1 had a slightly higher amount of air scour, 

resulting in less biofilm growth.  This also translated into the measurements for the 

soluble microbial products. 

 

 

5.3 Soluble Microbial Products 

 

Soluble microbial products produced as a result of biofilm formation in an MBR 

contain a variety of components, with the dominant fractions consisting of various 

carbohydrates/polysaccharides and proteins.  For this reason, the main focus of the 

SMP analyses was on theses two groups of compounds.  Carbohydrates were found 

to be much lower in concentration than that of the proteins throughout the change 
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in SRT of the MBRs.  Both groups saw concentrations at extremely low levels, in-

between 1 and 2 mg/L of carbohydrates for all reactors, and just over 5 mg/L of 

proteins in the nitrifying reactors and just under 3 mg/L of proteins in the 

denitrifying reactor.  Carbohydrate concentrations increased minimally, only to 4.54, 

6.72, and 3.38 mg/L for MBR1, MBR2, and MBR3 respectively.  While protein 

concentrations saw a substantial increase, to 31.59, 38.92, and 22.02 mg/L for 

MBR1, MBR2, and MBR3 respectively.  It was expected that the nitrifying reactors 

would see a larger increase in biofilm growth and SMP formation based on 

information from previous studies.  However, what was not expected was the 

substantial difference in amount of proteins compared to amount of carbohydrates 

at the lower SRTs.  Protein concentrations increased roughly 610-800%, while 

carbohydrate concentrations only increased roughly 250-360%.  At the longer SRTs, 

the ratio of protein to carbohydrate was nearly equal, 1.26, 1.26, and 1.16 for MBR1, 

MBR2, and MBR3 respectively.  However, at the end of the study with very a very 

low SRT of 5.5 days, the ratio increased to 5.28, 4.13, and 4.83 for MBR1, MBR2, and 

MBR3 respectively.  Although the results in literature are widely varied as to how 

the protein to carbohydrate ratio is exhibited, the data from this study does reflect 

many reported values.  One possible conclusion is that during the maturation of the 

biofilm, more and more cells are multiplying and dying off, and at a much higher 

rate.  And, because cells are mainly comprised of proteins, approximately 55%, the 

effect of cell lysis and loss of flagella (also mostly protein) is the dominant 

contributor to the SMPs found in the activated sludge matrix.  Although the biofilm 

produces carbohydrates as a means to form the biofilm itself, it is far less dominant 
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in SMP concentration the larger the biofilm growth becomes.  This increasing trend 

in SMP concentrations is further backed up by the LC-OCD analysis, with the 

exception of the last data set where samples may have been compromised. 

In summary, the overall conclusions are of this investigation are obvious.  As the 

sludge retention time is lowered in a membrane biological reactor, the biofilm 

growth becomes more prevalent.  This biofilm growth causes operational concerns 

such as higher trans-membrane pressure and the need for physical and/or chemical 

cleaning of the membranes.  It also results in the formation of soluble microbial 

products from the biofilm itself.  Due to the formation of the biofilm and the 

rejection of soluble microbial products by the membrane barrier, the quantities of 

soluble microbial products are increased in a MBR.  As the sludge retention time 

decreases and the formation of soluble microbial products increases, the 

characteristics of the soluble microbial products also changes.  Although both of the 

major constituents of soluble microbial products increase in concentrations, the 

proteins increase substantially more than the carbohydrates.  This could be due to 

the increased cell lysis and also from the production of entrapped exoenzymes.    
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APPENDIX 

A. LC-OCD Raw Data 

Below is a summary of all the raw data collected from the LC-OCD analysis of both 
the mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS) and permeates from each of the MBRs. 
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